RESOURCES

The dollars and sense of comprehensive professional learning

By Allan Odden

Very little of the professional development literature identifies its costs. Many say good professional development is expensive, but what is meant by expensive, and if so, expensive relative to what? This article shows that effective professional development is not expensive relative to overall spending and that its key elements and their costs can be identified and afforded. Further, I have never had a legislative committee addressing school finance adequacy balk at resourcing a comprehensive professional development system (e.g. Odden, Picus, Goetz, et al., 2005). The systemic distribution of the most effective instructional practices is a core strategy in nearly all case studies of schools and districts that have dramatically moved the student achievement needle (Odden, 2009).

A more uniform distribution of effective teaching is the underpinning for what schools can do to close the achievement gaps that plague American school systems. Collaborative teacher work on curriculum and instruction issues is the prime way to have such effective instruction more systemically deployed (Raudenbusch, 2009). Thus, collaborative teacher work using student data to collectively hone instructional practices is the cornerstone for improving instructional effectiveness. Moreover, comprehensive, ongoing, intensive professional development most effectively works through these collaborative teacher teams’ work, and together they become the mechanisms through which high-quality professional development penetrates classrooms in systematic rather than random or individualistic ways.

EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The emerging consensus on what characterizes effective professional development draws on empirical research
studies that link program strategies to changes in teachers’ instructional practice and subsequent increases in student achievement. These studies include, among others, research on professional development generally, studies of comprehensive professional development to improve reading, mathematics and science teaching, and a major, federal government-supported evaluation of a large-scale, national mathematics and science professional development program (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009; Elmore & Burney, 1999; Garet, Birman, Porter, Desimone & Herman, 1999; Joyce & Calhoun, 1996; Joyce & Showers, 2002; Loucks-Horsley, Love, Stiles, Mundry & Hewsen, 2003; Supovitz & Turner, 2000).

In summarizing the key features of effective professional development, my research group and others (e.g. Elmore, 2002; Garet et al., 1999; Joyce & Showers, 2002; Odden, Archibald, Fermanich, & Gallagher, 2002a, 2002b) have identified six structural features of such programs. These findings have been incorporated into several publications of Learning Forward (e.g., Hirsh & Killion, 2007, 2009) and are reflected in Learning Forward’s Standards for Professional Learning.

Form, duration, and active learning together imply that effective professional development includes some initial learning in training sessions as well as considerable long-term work in which teachers incorporate the new methodologies into their actual classroom practice. Active learning implies some degree of coaching during regular school hours to help collaborative groups use student data to hone instructional strategies, to help teachers incorporate new instructional strategies into their classroom instructional practices, and to help teachers debrief on the effectiveness of the unit after it is taught.

Content focus means that effective professional development focuses largely on subject matter knowledge, what is known about how students learn that subject, and content for the actual curriculum used in the school.

Collective participation implies that the best professional development includes groups of and, at some point, all teachers in a school or district, who then work in collaborative teams to implement the new instructional strategies, and in the process, build a professional school community.

Coherence suggests that the professional development is more effective when the signals from the policy environment (federal, state, district, and school) reinforce rather than contradict one another or send multiple, confusing messages. Coherence also implies that professional development is part of implementing new curriculum and instructional approaches.

Note that there is little support in this research for having individually oriented professional development plans be a primary element of a professional development system. Research implies a much more systemic approach that involves all teachers in the school focused on many of the same issues.

A PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COST STRUCTURE

In previous research, my colleagues and I developed a cost structure for effective professional development.
The budget speaks volumes about priorities

By Barbara Nakaoka
As told to Valerie von Frank

The way you handle the budget speaks volumes about where your priorities are. When I began teaching, I saw the power of professional development because it enabled me to help students learn better and learn more. At the start of my superintendency, we built in cost savings so we could redirect money and continue with professional development because expectations are ratcheting up every year. Unless you provide training for teachers, principals, and everyone in the system, you will not be able to handle those expectations and create change that benefits students.

I am a hands-on superintendent. My message to the instructional division and district has been about the value of professional learning communities and the need for professional development. I put an emphasis on building trust so professional development is accepted. We set specific expectations not only for schools but for employees. Setting expectations is a catalyst in getting the work done and moving the money to be able to do training.

We hire program specialists — teachers on special assignment who present but also go into classrooms to work with teachers. We bring in consultants for their expertise in instructional development. The key is monitoring implementation.

Professional learning communities have been the pivotal change in the district. We use them at all levels, including in the superintendent’s cabinet, to make data-driven decisions. We interject data all the time to solve problems. District departments use data to determine what to work on. District-level administrators have to be trained as much as site-level staff, so they all take part in professional development. For example, when a teacher says he or she is being asked to do “X,” human resources staff need to know what that “X” is.

At the site level, learning teams meet at least twice a month. We hire substitutes at times to allow teachers to work in learning teams, and we’re working hard to develop individuals’ leadership skills within learning communities. District-level departments work with site staff and facilitate meetings at the site.

For a large district, consistency is a leveraging point. Working in isolation drains money. You have to focus on alignment all the time. For example, central administrators met with the high school principals and asked them key questions, then gave direction to the secondary division so we were all on the same page. Money and time weren’t wasted on things that wouldn’t receive support or that weren’t meeting the needs of teachers and staff.

The types of things that worked in the past are not going to continue working. Standards are helpful because standards give us guidelines to leverage change, and professional development standards give us the impetus to enable students to have the best-qualified educators.

Barbara Nakaoka (bnakaoka@hlpusd.k12.ca.us) is superintendent of Hacienda La Puente Schools in City of Industry, Calif. Valerie von Frank (valerievonfrank@aol.com) is an education writer and editor of Learning Forward’s books.
The cost structure that we developed devolves directly from the six structural features mentioned above; an updated/revised version is displayed in the table above.

Form, duration, collective participation, and active learning require time of three types of individuals: teachers, coaches and mentors, and trainers, with various combinations of time for each of these three during the regular school day and year as well as outside of the regular day and year.

Principal time is also required, as it is the principal who structures the organization of teaching and learning, and the school’s schedule, in ways that facilitate ongoing professional development. But the model does not include principal time as a professional development cost, as each school needs a principal and the principal performs multiple roles to make the school effective, one of which is supporting structures for effective professional development.

Time is the largest cost. The cost structure includes time for teachers both for training and for ongoing collaborative — and some individual — work on the curriculum and instructional program. Training time would be pupil-free time, which could be during intensive summer institutes or on various days through the school year. We resource these days above and beyond the regular 180 days of instruction for students, rather than using substitutes to take these days out of the 180-day student instructional year. In estimating these costs, Section 3 includes the cost for 10 pupil-free days for all teachers.

While the cost structure includes the time during the school day that is available for both individual planning and collaborative teacher work, our framework does not include these as professional development costs. Rather, we argue that those are costs of having elective classes and programs in schools. Core teachers are grade-level teachers in elementary schools, and English/reading/language arts, mathematics, science, history, and world language teachers in secondary schools; all other teachers are considered elective teachers. More specifically, in

---

**A COST STRUCTURE FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost element</th>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>How cost is calculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Teacher time used for professional development | Time within the regular contract:  
  - When students are not present, before or after school, or on scheduled in-service days, half days or early release days.  
  - Planning and collaboration time.  
Time outside the regular day/year:  
  - Time after school, on weekends, or for summer institutes.  
  - Released time provided by substitutes. |  
  - Teachers’ hourly salary times the number of student free hours used for professional development.  
  - Not included as a cost; coded as costs for elective teachers.  
  - Stipends or additional pay based on the hourly/daily rate that teachers receive to compensate them for their time.  
  - Substitute wages. |
| Training and coaching | Training:  
  - Salaries for district trainers.  
  - Outside consultants who provide training.  
Coaching:  
  - Salaries for district coaches, including on-site facilitators.  
  - Outside consultants who provide coaching. |  
  - Sum of trainer salaries, consultant fees, comprehensive school design contract fees, conference fees, and tuition reimbursement for university training.*  
  - Sum of instructional coach/facilitator salaries and benefits OR consult fees.  
  - Consultant fees or comprehensive/turnaround school design contract fees. |
| Administration of professional development | Salaries for district or school level administrators of professional development programs. | Salary for administrators times the proportion of their time spent administering professional development programs. |
| Materials, equipment and facilities used for professional development |  
  - Materials.  
  - Equipment.  
  - Facilities. |  
  - Materials for professional development.  
  - Equipment needed for professional development activities.  
  - Rental or other costs for facilities used for professional development. |
| Travel and transportation for professional development |  
  - Travel.  
  - Transportation. |  
  - Costs of travel to off-site professional development activities.  
  - Costs of transportation within the district for professional development. |

---

* Tuition and conference fees were a sixth cost element in the original structure. Because these are types of training, I placed them in the training category.
our school finance adequacy work (Odden & Picus, 2008), we staff elementary and middle schools with core teachers and then, assuming a six-period day, provide an extra 20% of core teachers for elective classes, with each teacher — core and elective — providing instruction for five periods. If schools need to create a seven-period day to provide for collaborative time, we recommend that class sizes be increased to provide the extra teachers needed for that additional period as well as to keep costs comparable to a six-period day. We staff high schools assuming a four 90-minute block schedule with teachers instructing for three blocks a day, thus needing elective teachers at a rate of 33% of core teachers. A pupil-free 90-minute block each day provides ample time during the day and week for individual planning time and time for teacher collaborative groups, for both core and elective teachers.

We code all these staff beyond core teachers as costs for elective teachers but NOT as professional development costs. This approach to staffing schools allows for all schools to provide a rich liberal arts curriculum and provides planning, collaborative time and professional development for all teachers. However, as Hord and Hirsh (2009) note, principals must design school schedules so teachers in collaborative groups have common pupil-free time so they can meet during the school day.

The second prime cost time element is instructional coaches, who are increasingly being identified as a critical element of professional development. Coaches help collaborative teams analyze student data, prepare standards-based curriculum units, and analyze unit impact after all teachers have taught the unit and used a common end-of-unit test. Coaches also can work with individual teachers providing individually focused assistance, as well as teaching model lessons.

Coaches can be mentors, and sometimes are called that. But I argue (Odden 2011) that organizing teachers into collaborative groups constitutes the most effective way to mentor new teachers. Such groups provide access to instructional materials and strategies that are part of curriculum units, expose the new teacher to the analytic expertise of experienced teachers assessing student data for refining curriculum units and analyzing impact of the units after they are taught. And instructional coaches can provide tailored help to new teachers as well. This obviates the need for a more costly new teacher mentoring program; the mentoring is built into the overall professional development structure.

The third prime time cost element, trainers, can be central office staff from categorical programs, from district professional development offices, outside consultants who are individuals or part of comprehensive school designs, presenters at conferences, or university professors. The costs related to the latter two are conference fees and tuition units. Since many teachers are required to earn graduate degrees and many teachers argue that university training too often does not really help them be more effective, states and districts should be more strategic about why graduate degrees and classes are required and provide tuition reimbursement or allow units to count on salary schedules only when programs and courses have proven to enhance teachers’ instructional expertise.

Further, all professional development strategies require some amount of administration, materials and supplies, and miscellaneous financial support for travel. But these costs generally are quite low.

**THE COSTS OF EFFECTIVE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT**

Based on the above summary analysis, Odden and Picus (2008) concluded that the marginal resources (over and above that required to staff schools generally) needed to deploy effective, intensive professional development are:

1. **Time during the summer for intensive training institutes.** This training can most easily be accomplished by ensuring that approximately 10 days of the teacher’s normal work year are dedicated to professional development, thus pupil-free. These days are in addition to the approximate 180 days for student instruction and in addition to about 10 days for opening and closing school and for parent conferences, which produces a teacher work year of about 200 days.

   We also recommend that districts keep primary control over the use of these days so they are used for systemic training on the district’s and school’s approach to curriculum and instruction.

   At an average teacher salary ($50,000) and benefits (40% of salary) of $70,000, and 200 typical workdays, this costs $350 a day or $3,500 for the 10 days. Since most teachers already have some professional development days, we have found that states generally need to add only about five days to the typical teacher work year to total 10 pupil-free days, so the incremental cost is often half of $3,500.

2. **On-site coaching for all teachers to help them incorporate new instructional practices into their instructional repertoire.** The basic recommendation is for one instructional coach for every 200 students. This formula produces 2.5 FTE coach positions for a 500-student school, but does not mean there are 2.5 people doing coaching. The coaching configuration could vary across schools and, for example, could include a full-time reading coach, and half-time mathematics, science, and technology coaches, all totaling 2.5 FTE positions. Instructional coaches are generally paid on the teacher salary schedule. So if teachers average 25 students in their class, each teacher triggers one-eighth of an instructional coach, or $8,750 per teacher ($70,000 divided by 8).

3. **Collaborative work with teachers in their schools during planning and collaborative time periods, thus reinforcing the strategic and instrumental need for these times, which can be provided if schools staffing includes elective teachers.** This requires smart scheduling of core and elective teachers during the regular school day and week. However, as discussed above, we code elective teachers as elective and not professional development costs.
4. **Funds for training** during the summer and for ongoing training during the school year, the cost of which is about $100 per pupil, which is meant to cover any central office professional development staff, any outside consultants or school turnaround organizations, and spending for tuition reimbursement (Odden & Picus, 2008). This figure would also include miscellaneous administrative, materials and supplies, and travel.

Some analysts add the “lanes and columns” of teacher salary schedules to professional development costs (increases based additional education or degrees), as those salary dollars are provided on the basis of training provided by colleges and universities. I have never included those costs and argue that it is inappropriate to do so. Those variables are simply a way to allocate teacher salaries. If a different salary schedule were used that did not include lanes for units and degrees, which I have recommended for years (Odden & Wallace, 2007), those dollars would be kept in the salary budget and not reverted to the professional development budget.

In sum, assuming an average teacher salary and benefits of $70,000, the specific costs of professional development, over and above staffing for schools generally, are:

1. $3,500 per teacher for training time.
2. $8,750 per teacher for instructional coaches/mentors/instructional facilitators.
3. $100 per pupil for trainers and other administrative and miscellaneous costs. If each teacher averages 25 students, this cost item then is $2,500 per teacher.

These costs total $14,750 per teacher, or an extra 21% over a core teacher’s salary and benefits. However, many districts already have substantial funds invested in professional development (e.g. Miles, Odden, Feriman & Archibald, 2004), so the above figure should not be considered the extra cost of operating a systemic professional development.

Finally, if we converted the above per-teacher figures (excluding the elective teachers) to a per-pupil figure (assuming 25 students in a classroom), the costs of professional development would be $590 per pupil ($14,750 divided by 25). This figure for the cost of professional development equals about 5.4% of an operating spending per pupil figure of $11,000, which is close to the national average. This is a reasonable figure and represents a robust and comprehensive approach to funding all the requirements for an intensive, ongoing, and systemic professional development program that would address all school training needs over time.

In conclusion, the costs of a comprehensive, effective, and ongoing professional development program for all teachers is not expensive. It is just about $590 per pupil or 5.4% of a district’s operating expenditure per pupil. And that figure includes 10 pupil-free days for training, instructional coaches at the rate of one for every 200 students (eight teachers), and sufficient funds for trainers and miscellaneous costs. These figures would change in any state or district depending on the average teacher salary, the benefit rate, and the current operating expenditure per pupil.

**GETTING FROM HERE TO THERE**

In order to deploy resources for an effective, ongoing professional development program linked to helping teachers be more effective, schools and districts will need to:

- Eliminate all current professional development, program improvement, and other training programs that are not focused on the strategic instructional and curriculum programs of the school or district and redeploy those dollars to the resources suggested above;
- Capture the bulk of current pupil-free days that have been given to teachers for their own use and use them and any additional that are provided for training for the more curriculum-based professional development core to the district’s and school’s goals; and
- Organize schools into multiple, appropriate collaborative teams so all teachers will have the time and team activities that are critical to helping all teachers incorporate new instructional practices into their normal classroom practice, thus making the overall professional development program work, leading to improved instructional practice that boosts student learning and helps close the achievement gaps.
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cost contexts? Is leadership sufficiently distributed so that all stakeholders have the expectation, perceptions, and belief that it is only through collaboration that effective and successful change can be enacted? These are the essential questions that leaders of professional learning must address.

Learning leaders live the value of reflective practice. Where there is no reflection, there will be no learning. Supporting the continuous development of individual and collective expertise emerges from engaging with new ideas and from reflecting on daily practice. Reflective educators expand their repertoire, deepen their expertise, and remain energized in their work. Professional learning creates energy and enthusiasm for improving practices that build efficacy and result in improved outcomes, not only for students, but for the professionals as well.
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